Abstract. We focus on incremental compilation-to-SAT procedures (iCTS), a promising way to push the standard CTS approaches beyond their limits. We propose the first comprehensive framework that encompasses all the aspects of an incremental decision procedure, from the encoding to the incremental solver. We apply our guidelines to a real-world CTS approach (Bounded Model Checking) and show how to modify both the generation mechanism of a real BMC tool (NuSMV) and the solving engine of a public-domain SAT solver (SIM). Related approaches and experimental results are discussed as well.
Introduction
Many decision and search problems may be successfully tackled by generating and solving a chain of increasingly complex SAT instances. Well known examples of compilation-to-SAT (CTS) procedures exist: computer-aided design of integrated circuits [19, 17] , planning [15] , model checking for dynamic systems [6] , scheduling [8] , operations research and cryptography, just to name a few. These techniques share an underlying working schema. They first establish an ordering among classes of potential solutions. Small and short solutions come first. More and more complex candidates follow. Each class is then mapped onto a SAT instance solved by a general purpose solver [20, 13] .
One remarkable strength of this family of techniques is modularity: state-of-the-art SAT solvers can be picked off-the-shelf and applied to the solution step. Thus, every advance from the SAT community is possibly transferred to the above procedures with a minimum effort. Also, advancements proceed the other way around: a great part of the renewed interest in propositional decision procedures (and of the boost of performances of SAT solvers during the last ten years) is due to the relevance and generality of the above family of techniques.
As usual, modularity shows an unpleasant side: solvers have to be treated as almost completely black boxes. This choice limits the amount of information exchanged between the generating and the solving side during one single round of the procedure, besides preventing information exchange among subsequent rounds. The solver thus misses the key point that it is presented with a chain of strictly related instances. A further underestimated duty one pays for easily plug standard solvers in, is the flattening of highly structured instances down to a conjunctive normal form (the standard input format for general SAT solvers).
Some approaches have recently emerged to exploit the crucial observation that neither a given instance in a chain is unrelated to the previous ones, nor the solver is approaching a completely different search problem every time [17, 24, 23, 5] . These approaches aim both to increase the efficiency of the overall decision procedure and to allow reasoning that don't fit well within the usual CTS framework.
In this paper, we present the first comprehensive framework that encompasses all the aspects of an incremental decision procedure based on propositional satisfiability. After a few notation and preliminaries (Section 2 and 3), we characterize a large family of CTS approaches that are eligible for incrementalisation, and stress the often overlooked issue of turning a standard encoding machinery into an incremental one (Section 4). Also, issues arising on the solving side are addressed, and two detailed examples are developed during the presentation. We apply our guidelines to the incrementalisation of a specific CTS approach (Bounded Model Checking, or BMC for short [6] ) and show how to modify both the generation mechanism employed by a real BMC tool (NuSMV [7] ) and a public-domain SAT solver (SIM [13] ) (Section 5).
We carefully review the related literature in Section 6, and then present our conclusions and future work in Section 7. A more thorough presentation of our technique and the proofs of all the results are given in [2] .
Notation
Given a CNF formula f and a set of literals ∆ on the variables var(f ) of f , we denote by f * ∆ the propositional formula obtained from f after the assignment ∆ is made, i.e. the clause set obtained after unit subsumption ad unit resolution have been performed against each literal in ∆ considered as a unit clause. Given two propositional formulas f 1 and f 2 and a set of propositional variables V ⊆ var(f 1 )∩var(f 2 ), we write f 1 ≡ V f 2 when the set of models of f 1 projected onto V is equal to the set of models of f 2 projected onto V . We graphically represent such formulas by means of direct acyclic graphs that avoid sub-formula replications (known as RBC and extensions thereof, see [1] ). Yet, propositional solvers often require a conjunctive normal form (CNF) to work. We denote by cnf (f ) the set of clauses such that cnf (f ) ≡ var(f ) f which is obtained along the guidelines described in [10, 21] . The cnf function is omitted whenever the context suffices to understand that a CNF formula is required.
CTS approaches
Most CTS frameworks tacitly exploit the deduction theorem over a language L (more expressive than propositional logic), by stating that T |= P ⇔ |= T ∧ ¬P , where T is a consistent theory that models a relevant phenomenon or system or protocol, while P expresses an (un)desired property of that phenomenon/system/protocol. The problem is to decide the consistency of W = T ∧ ¬P .
A mechanism purposely designed to get rid of the excess of expressive power of L stays at the very heart of every CTS framework. It allows moving to propositional logic by considering chains of bounded versions of the original problem obtained through a function J.K . : L × N →P rop -called encoding function -that maps a formula W ∈ L and a bound k onto a propositional formula
From the point of view of a state-space search, things work as follows: (1) The space of possible solutions to the problem is partitioned according to a bound k identifying finite classes C k of possible models for W (the larger the bound k the more complex the solutions in C k ); (2) an encoding JW K k -satisfiable iff a solution for W happens to lay in C k -is computed together with a decoding function mapping propositional models of satisfiable encodings onto solutions to W in C k ; (3) JW K k is solved; whenever it comes out to be satisfiable, the decoding function plays its role in reconstructing a solution to W . Step 2 is selected for another round with a higher bound when no solution exists in C k . The loop is exited when either some resource limit is exhausted or it is possible to prove that none of the remaining C i , i > k contains solutions. So, the problem of finding out whether or not W has models is answered by deciding a sequence of SAT problems on {JW K i , i = 0, 1, 2, ...}.
The peculiar structure of W -due to application of the deduction theorem within L -is maintained after the propositional translation, provided the encoding function is commutative w.r.t. negation and distributive w.r.t. conjunction. So, we have a structured CTS sequence
where JP K k is usually by far smaller than JT K k and nonetheless responsible for potential inconsistencies in JW K k .
As an example of a CTS approach, let us consider SAT-based classical planning [15] . It works by encoding into JW K k two components: (1) an instance JT K k of the theory describing the planning domain in terms of the interconnected preconditions and effects of at most k layers of actions (together with other constraints such as mutual exclusion conditions between pairs of actions in the same layer), and (2) the condition or goal JP K k to be reached after the last layer of actions has been executed.
Concepts out of reach for raw propositional logic here are the universal quantifiers in front of the action schemata, and the existence of fluent predicates along the infinite timeline of the modeled world. Both of them are dealt with by propositionally instantiating state variables and action schemata as many times as needed.
In the basic encoding, each operator is instantiated with all the possible combinations of arguments to obtain several parameterless (boolean) actions. As the number of objects in classical planning domains doesn't change over time, this groundization can be done once for all and doesn't require incrementality. Conversely, the unrolling of plans over the time line (in terms of the number of action layers) is potentially infinite. Indeed, the bound for this CTS approach represents the maximal number of action layers in the solution plan we are currently looking for, and C i is the set of feasible plans with exactly i layers of actions.
As classical planning domains have a finite state space in spite of the infinite number of feasible plans, it is also possible to check the set of reached states for saturation, thus ensuring that no solution exists for unfeasible goals. In case a satisfiable instance is encountered, the resulting plan immediately grows out of the given model as filtered by the decoding function, that remembers (1) which layer of action and status are associated with each propositional state variables, and (2) which layer and parameters are associated with propositional action instantiations.
Incremental Compilation-to-SAT (iCTS)
Every iCTS approach is made up of an incremental solver, an incremental generation mechanism and an architecture that explains how these components interact. As opposite to classical SAT solvers, an incremental solver is a persistent object partly aware of its surroundings that addresses the problem of deciding a chain of related satisfiability instances as a whole, thus re-using information gathered from past search. Let us consider a SAT solver as a search engine in the space of truth assignments over V = var(f ) attempting to make f evaluate to true. Then, an iSAT solver is a search engine that explores a search space S defined only once per chain, not once per instance. Each instance f i in a chain {f i , i = 0, 1, ...} specifies which portion S i of the whole search space has to be searched for a solution. When a subspace is proved empty, a larger subspace (monotonically containing the previous ones) is considered.
As depicted in the picture aside, subspaces are connected to one another by means of some special sets of propositional hypotheses H i that mark the boundary between S i and S i+1 , in so as S i is just the subspace of S i+1 rooted at the branch H i .
Definition 1 (iSAT problem). An iSAT instance is a sequence of couples
is a set of propositional hypotheses, and ∀i.f i ⊆ f i+1 . The iSAT problem consists of deciding whether ∃i.SAT (f i * H i ).
An iSAT instance is passed to an incremental solver step by step by repeatedly invoking the primitive "enlargeSearchSpace(∆f i ,H i )" to notify the dimension |var(f i ) \ var(f i−1 )| and the "shape" f i of the new subspace to be explored, together with the position H i where it is attached as a subspace of S i+1 (with
When the time for implementation comes, it is by far convenient to modify an existing DPLL solver (thus retaining state-of-the-art technology) at the expense of performing some modifications.
Each instance f i is considered under the hypotheses H i , placed at the very bottom of the search stack. Standard solvers are allowed to withdraw every stacked hypothesis as soon as it comes out to be responsible for inconsistencies. An incremental solver behaves in the same way in all the cases but when the hypothesis to be removed is within H i . By removing such hypothesis it would indeed escape from S i . Rather, it stops working and waits for the next enlargement of the search space. Search is then restarted across the newly added subspace by removing the selected source of inconsistency. The hypotheses H i loose their inviolability, which is inherited by H i+1 .
We modified the SIM solver [13] to obtain i-SIM [2] by (1) slightly revising the standard LIFO policy employed by the stack of hypotheses to allow the insertion of H i , (2) substituting "the stack only contains (a subset of) H i , wait!" for "the stack is empty, quit!" as a stop condition and (3) making eligible for dynamic enlargement all the internal data structures whose size depends on the number of variables and/or clauses in the formula (taking care to keep consistency between all mutual references).
We now briefly show which kind of connections among adjacent instances can be leveraged during the solving process. For a more thorough description of our technique we refer the reader to [2] .
Let us consider a structured CTS problem on W = T , P that generates a sequence of SAT instances JW K i = JT K i ∧ ¬JP K i with a monotone encoding for the background theory (∀i. 
Definition 2 (Incremental Encoding). An incremental encoding for {JW
The key property of an incremental encoding is that it defines an iSAT instance satisfiability equivalent to the corresponding sequence of standard encodings, provided a valid open encoding over L is defined. Open encodings mimic the usual encodings but introduce a number of additional literals φ 
, given the sequences of sets of clauses such that cnf (
Alternatively, we may incrementally CNF-ize any encoding exhibiting the two properties KP K JP K i+1 , where g f (f is disjunctively expanded from g) iff a formula h with pure literals on {v 1 , ..., v n } and two substitutions σ g = {g 1 /v 1 , ..., g n /v n } and σ f = {(g 1 ∨ f 1 )/v 1 , ..., (g n ∨ f n )/v n } exist such that g = h · σ g and f = h · σ f . Thereafter, incremental CNF-ization amounts to ensure consistency across the clause versions of all the formulas undergoing CNF-ization by maintaining the same meaning for variables shared among differential encodings.
The intuition behind the incremental encoding is that to connect subsequent meshes of the chain we just need to focus on the property encoding, whose open encoding indeed exhibits the forethought of spreading place-holders across the formula as coupling points between adjacent instances. When the solver stops searching and a resolution tree rooted at the empty clause is found, either it is independent from stacked hypotheses (in this case, not only the current SAT instance but the whole iSAT instance is inconsistent), or some closing hypothesis lies among its leaves. In the latter case, the empty clause fails to survive the backtrack step over the closing hypothesis, so the search can restart over the enlarged problem defined by gathering new constraints.
A simple example that captures many relevant aspects of the iCTS framework is the following. We incrementally test a shift register with n bits and the entry bit always equal to 0 against the (false) property "the register never becomes empty if the two most significant bits are initially set".
Formally, if b j (t) is the value of the j-th bit after t shifts, the system is described by T = Init ∧ ∀t > 0.¬b 0 (t) ∧ ∀j > 0.b j (t) ↔ b j−1 (t − 1), where Init = b n−1 (0) ∧ b n−2 (0), and the property is P = ¬∃t.∀j.¬b j (t). By the deduction theorem, we assert that the property holds iff no model exists for T ∧ ¬P , i.e.: for W = T ∧ P where P = ¬P .
Even though the above theory is too expressive to be directly translated into propositional logic (t ranges over an infinite domain) conjunctions/disjunctions over a finite set of propositional variables V i k = {b j (t), j = 0, ..., n − 1, t = 0, ..., k} can be substituted for the quantifiers given any finite time horizon k. The incremental version of the resulting propositional theory (up to step 3) is depicted in the bottom half of Figure 1 . figure) , and it is easy to check that JP K + t * ¬φ t ≡ Vt JP K t . As the instance is built incrementally, argument-arrows never end in a region lighter than the one they originate from, and the only link between adjacent instances is provided by the open variables {φ i }. The small numeric labels near each node represent an incremental labelling for the CNF-ization procedure that generates adjacent and consistent ranges of propositional variables across subsequent encodings.
The iSAT solver is initially provided with the problem cnf (JT , P K + 0 ) to be solved under the hypothesis ¬φ 0 . An inconsistency is detected soon (the property does not hold in the initial state). By traversing the dependency graph, the solver discovers that the hypothesis ¬φ 0 is responsible for such contradiction. It tells the generation machinery, which in turn generates the differential part of the encoding from step 0 to step 1 and produces the clauses arising from the incremental CNF-ization of the subgraph rooted at JT , P K + 1 . The solver is notified of the new size of the problem, and is then given both the clause-set cnf (∆JT , P K 1 0 ) and the new working hypothesis ¬φ 1 . Then, it dismisses ¬φ 0 (it also notices that ¬φ 0 was at the very bottom of the stack, so the unit clause φ 0 is learned, and this amounts to learn that JT , P K 0 has no model).
This incremental generate-and-solve loop goes on encountering other contradictions until step 3, when JT , P K + 3 is considered under the hypothesis ¬φ 3 . A model for JT , P K + 3 * ¬φ 3 is found and used to reconstruct a 3-step witness falsifying the property. The solver maintains its internal state through the whole process and also retains all the consequences of the already performed search. In this simple example, the necessary truth value of many variables and some unit clauses are inherited from previous runs.
Bounded Model Checking as a testbed
BMC [6] is a SAT-based automatic technique to verify a reactive system modelled as a finite state automaton M against a property f expressed in linear temporal logic (LTL). The semantic entailment M |= k E¬f to be checked is dealt with by solving JM, f K k := JM K k ∧ J¬f K k , where JM K k is a k-step long boolean encoding of the transition relation associated with M , while J¬f K k unrolls the semantics of ¬f over a path of length k by representing all the possible behaviours violating f on such path.
We refer the reader to [6, 2] for a detailed description of this technique and to [3] for the PLTL (an extension of LTL) standard encoding we start from.
To incrementalise this technique we first generate a differential encoding for the monotone background theory: [6, 2, 5] ). According to [3] , two adjacent property encodings only differ as each future time operator unrolls its semantics to the newly added time step.
From a CNF point of view, the clauses to be added/removed are obtained by recursively considering such operators, and are obtained by traversing the syntactic tree of the PLTL formula and conjuncting the set of clauses to be added/removed due to each node labeled by a future time operator. The picture aside shows that shifting from Rather than working at the clause level, we may construct a higher-level incremental procedure that exploits the semantics of time operators. This procedure acts before the CNF converter is presented with the formula, thus yielding a more intuitive encoding. It follows the guidelines given in the previous section and consists of defining a valid open encoding (see [3] for details) for PLTL formulas.
Definition 3 (Open PLTL Encoding). The open translation of a PLTL formula from bound i to bound k
is a propositional formula inductively defined as follows. Our technique has been implemented within NuSMV [7] , a state-of-the-art symbolic model checker used both to verify industrial designs of hardware and software systems and to test new formal verification techniques. NuSMV that integrates BDD-based and SAT-based model checking techniques. We modified the encoder/decoder modules according to Definition 3 and the CNF converter. Then, we experimented with several problems from the standard distribution of NuMSV using iSIM, experiencing a remarkable improvement in carrying out both the encoding and the solving task. Figure 3 presents some results. The "counter" instance (deep counterexample at step 256 over a rather simple model) is particularly interesting as it isolates the contribute of the incremental machinery from the complexity of the underlying theory. The "periodic" and "dme" instances tests true specifications against more complex models (an asynchronous pipeline and a sequential logic network).
Related works
Several slightly different notions of incrementality have been proposed for the SAT problem during the last ten years. The first one was introduced by Hooker [14] in 1993. He addressed the problem of deciding whether g ∪ {Γ } is still satisfiable, given a satisfiable clause set g and an additional clause Γ . This basic mechanism is then exploited to decide a formula f , by adding one clause at a time and solving |f | incremental sub-problems. The proposed algorithm is an adaptation of the basic DPLL procedure [9] that retains the position in the search tree (the path form the root to the last node examined) when a model for f is encountered. Then, if the assignment also satisfies f ∪ {Γ }, nothing has to be done. Otherwise, the algorithm adds Γ to the clause set (and the possibly nonempty set var(Γ ) \ var(f ) to the variable set), backtracks until Γ stops generating inconsistencies, and finally restarts to visit the search tree. This method was later extended to deal with the addition of multiple clauses at one time [4] . The Hooker's approach was conceived to solve problems arising from logic circuit verification, and, more generally, from problems related to the Electronic Design Automation (EDA). Significant improvements over the original proposal have been recently reported for applications on the same domain [17, 18] . These contributions describe a method to simultaneously solve a series of closely related SAT instances which is similar to the Hooker's one but also allows for the removal of sets of clauses. Formally, the proposed technique tackles the following problem [18] . Given a tree G = (V, E) where each node v ∈ V denotes a set of clauses C(v) and each path from the root to a particular node v i is associated with the SAT instance ϕ(v i ) = 0≤j≤i C(v j ), decide the satisfiability of all the instances on the leaves. A former version of this formalization exists [16, 17] where only trees of depth one are considered, in so as each formula f i := f C ∪ ∆f i on a leaf just adds some specific set of clauses ∆f i to a shared root subformula f C . A DPLL-like algorithm is first applied to check the satisfiability of the root. If it is unsatisfiable then all the SAT problems at the leaves are unsatisfiable. Otherwise the algorithm recursively traverses the problem tree and checks the satisfiability of each node. The model of each satisfiable node is used as a starting point for all the child problems. Whenever the algorithm bumps into an unsatisfiable node it concludes that all the instances in the sub-tree rooted at that node are inconsistent and backtracks.
The same authors later proposed SATIRE [24] , once more in the framework of EDA verification and optimization problems. SATIRE is a DPLL-like SAT solver that uses an incremental reasoning engine to decide n related SAT instances ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n where ϕ i+1 = (ϕ i \ ρ i ) ∪ α i+1 (ρ i is the clauses to be removed and α i+1 the clauses to be added in order to transform ϕ i in ϕ i+1 ). As a major contribution this work enlightens the importance of learned clauses in the incremental solving process. SATIRE indeed tries to take advantage of the conflict clauses learned during the solution of the instances ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ i while tackling ϕ i+1 . The main issue in reusing learned clauses is that the removal of clauses may clash with the validity of recorded conflict clauses. Whenever a clause belonging to the clause set generating a given conflict clause is removed the conflict clause does't hold any more and has to be removed. The problem is overcome in SATIRE by means of a detailed determination of the relationships between learned clauses and existing constraints performed during the conflict analysis. This mechanism requires an extra computation that can be very time consuming. SATIRE's authors first enlightened that the reuse of learned clauses could be very effective in the context of the BMC procedure. They indeed experimented with some SAT formulas coming from BMC encodings and showed significant improvements as to solving time. The big potential of sharing learned clauses between similar BMC instances was independently investigated by Shtrichman [23] , who already has worked on tuning generic SAT solvers for BMC instances by means of pre-computation of the variable ordering and some form of internal constraints replication to reduce the dimension of the search space [22] . He observed that the sets of learned clauses obtained for consecutive bounds are quite similar, though the additional problem of deciding which conflict clauses maintain validity still arises. The author proposes a DPLL algorithm augmented with a procedure to isolate the reusable conflict clauses. This procedure is based on a careful exploration of the implication graph used to perform the conflict analysis similar to the one introduced in [24] and it suffers from the same disadvantages coming from the additional book-keeping required. Experimental results show that constraints sharing generally has a positive effect on performances, but sometime its overhead overcomes the benefits.
Recently, one SAT solver (SATZOO [11] ) has been implemented to incorporate the concept of incremental resolution for highly related SAT instances. It is based on a traditional DPLL-style procedure augmented with an interface which, given two subsequent related SAT instances, allows the second to be specified incrementally from the first by means of adding and removing constraints. The interface lets only unit clauses be removed from the clause database. This way, all the clauses learned during one run may be reused by the search procedure during the subsequent runs because the unit clauses can be considered as assumptions and learned clauses are independent of the assumptions under which they are deduced.
The potential of an incremental resolution of many related instances is so evident that also the state of the art SAT solver Chaff [20] has been integrated in his last release with a module that shows an incremental solving capability. A more detailed description of the used technique can be found in [12] .
